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Thc dcnscly populated noriheastcrn Bulgarian BIack Sca coast is a temtwy o f  intcnsivc contemporary development. Lt is, though, 
marked by considcrablc reccnl geological activity along the coastal zonc comprising: faulting, earthquakcs, landslidcs, carthflows, 
rockfalls, ground subsidcncc, marine cros~on and variations of sca level. These an: Iocally cxaccrbatcd by thc ongoing dcvclopmcni, rc- 
sulting in incrcascd instability. Notably, apart ofthc coastline has becn lost a< arcsult ofgravity sliding. Analysis of  this rcccnt gcologi- 
caI coastal activity, including thc landslidcs. carthflowa androckfalls of 1996-1997, nceds bc takcn into account for tl~c protection of tbc 
population and thc culmml I~critagc. 
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INTRODUCTION f m  and the Black Sea Depression. Tectonism continues to the 
present day. 

Current geological activity along the northeastern Bulgar- 

The northeastern Bulgarian Black Sea coast has a long his- ian Black Sea co& takes the form f active faulting, seismic 

tory of settlement by ancient Tbracians, Greeks, Romans and activity, freqtlenr small- and larger-scale landslides, earthflows 

Slavs prior to the creation of the Bulgarian State. Thus, much and rockfalls, &round subsidence and so on. This study was 

historical information is available for the coastal region in Bul- provoked by the latest remarkabIe series of landslides, a h -  

g.aria and abroad, and this includes accounts of geological phe- flows and rockfalls in the northeastern Bulgarian Black Sea 

nomena. coastal zone in 1996-1997. 

Current scientific coastal investigations are numerous and 
&verse. Some recent geological studies have focussed on 
impressive landslides, earthflows and rc~ckfdls which took 
place along the coast, mainly between the city of Vama and the 
town of Balchik, in 1996-1 997. 

NATURE OF THE RECENT GEOLOGICAL ACTMTY 

Recent geological activity along the northeastem Bulgarian 
Black Sea coast may be interpreted generally within the context 
of location of the region at the southern margin of the Eurasian 
Plate. Moreover, the northeastem Bulgarian Hack Sea coastal 
zone includes the boundary of two tectonic units with con- 
trasting development during the Neogene - the Moesian Plat- 

ACTIVE FAULTS AND PHOTOLmMENTS 

Active faults are present between the Moesian Platform and 
the Black Sea Depression. These have been traced by field re- 
search, remote sensing (Gocev eb al., 19841, tectonic interpreta- 
tion of seismic data (Matova, 1970; Shebalin et aL, 1974; 
hnguelov and Gospodinov, 1994; Matova es al., 1996) and 
integrated geological-geophysical research (Kuprin et al., 
1980). The main fault zoncs (Gocev et al., 1984; Matova et al., 
1996) are oriented NNE-SSW ox NE-SW (Kalialaq 
Tyulenow and Balchik faults), and E-W or ESE-WbW 
(Forebalkan and Chamlanan faults) (Fig. 1). 

Segments of the Charahan fault zone (I!-W) were tsacd 
during field research to the west and south-west ofBalchik and 
on the Kaliakra Cape. The gmphysicalIy established compo- 
nent of the zone, the Batovo fault (EW),  was raced on the 
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Fig. I. FauI ts and photolincamcnts along thc northeastm Bulgarian Black Sca coast (Matova, 1970; Kuprin ctal., 1980; Goccv el a!., 1 984; Matova et al., 
1996) 

t - main fault zones @- ~harakrnan rmc ,  @ - ~ a t o v o  fault,@- ~yulcnovo zonca-  ~alchikzonc, @ -Eastern BaIchik fault, @ -Touzlata 
fault,@- Forcbalkan zonc, @- Kaliakra zonc); 2 -photolincaments; 3a-c -geologically and gcophysically cstablishcd boundaria on Ihc shclf 

Black Sea shelf (Kuprin ef al., 1980). The geophysically inves- 
tigated Balcbik, TouzIata and the Eastern Balchik faults 
(NNEAS W) (Kuprin et al., 1980) are included in the Balchik 
fault: zone. In thc east' the Moesian Platform and shelf are cut 
by the geologically and geophysically established Tyulenovo 
fault zone (NESW) and by the K a l i h  fault (NE-SW). The 
latter is situated close to the boundary between the internal and 
the middle zone of the shelf The Forebalkan fadt zone (E-W 
and WNW-ESE) is geologically and geophysically traceable 
in the vicinity of Varna and the adjacent shelf. 

The Charahan, Tyulenovo, Balchik, Forebalkan and the 
Kaliakra fault zones define the approximately N-S and E-W 
orientation of the coastlines in thc territory. For example, the 
Charahan faults define the coastline between Balchdc and the 
Kaliakra Cape, as do the TyuIenovo faults between the 
ICaljakm and the Shabla Capes. The Balchik and Forebalkan 
faults determine the block segmentation in the region of Varna 
and the adjacent shelf. A boundary on the shelf coincides gm- 
erally with the most representative fault of the Kaliakra fa& 
m c  (Fig. 1). 

Many approximately N-S and E-W photolineaments 
(Gocev et a/., 1984) are marked also on the Moesian P l a t f m  
and the Black Sea Depression (Fig. 1). The photolineaments 

are situatd longitudinally, transversdly and obliquely to the 
coastline. Two photolineaments with a NW-SE direction are 
present on the coast, respectively to the north of the Kali&a 
Cape and to the north of Shabla. Most of these photolineaments 
coincide with tbe fault zones, which have resulted in consider- 
able blpck fragmentation especially armmd Vama and Balchik 
(Fig. 1). 

ACTIVE FAULT INTERSECTIONS 

Intersections of longitudinal, transversal and oblique faults 
and photolineaments have been plotted along the coast 
(Matova, 1970; G m v  st al., 1984), many being concenbated 
between Balchik and the TCaliak Cape (Fig. 1). Other inter- 
sections occur around Varna and Shabla. 

INCTDENCE OF EARTHQUAKES AND TSUNAMI 

Information on 19' and 20" century earthquakes has been 
systematically accumulated but there is only sporadic informa- 
tion on historical earthquakes. The seismic data are based on 
the Balkan Seismological Catalogue (Shebalin et al., 1974), an- 
nual and regional investigations (Watzof, 1903; Ranguelov and 
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Gospodinov, 1994), tsunami research (Ranguelov, 1998). 
Archaeological (Toncheva, F 963) shtdies of m n g  and moder- 
ate ahquakes  jn the investigated territory have also been 
usd. 

The epicentres of the local historical and contemporary 
strong earthquakes with M 2 7 are sited mainly in the shelf of 
the Moesian Platform close to the BIack Sca Depression (Fig. 
2). The most prominent of these were: 
- IS' century B.C. (presumably 50 B.C.) Bizone earth- 

quake with M =  7.0, 
- 543 A.D. Black Sea earthquake with M= 7.5, 
- 1444 A.D. Vama earthquake with M = 7.5, 
- 1902 AD, Shabla earthq~lake with M = 7.2. 
The epicen* of the 1" century B.C. Bizone earthquakc was 

situated midway along the coast investigated (Fig. 2). Its name 
c m c  from the ancient Thracian town-fortress and part of 
Bizone that was built on the coastal hill known as Charakman, 
south-west of the present town of Kavarna. The Bizone fortreqs 
was uscd during the Thracian, the Hellenic and thc Roman peri- 
ods of the history of the Balkan territories. Its seismic desinlc- 
tion during the Roman period was commented on by Strabo (5.8 
B.C.-21/25 A. D.) and Plinium (23-79 A.D.). 

Part of the town of Bizone feIl in the sea mainly as a result 
of earthquake shocks, landslides, earthflows and ground subsi- 
dence in the southern periphery of Charalanan hill (Fig. 2). 
Archaeological research on the northern and central parts of 
Charakman hill, as well as on ~ J I E  BIack Sea bottom around 
Kavarna (Toncheva, 1963), found evidence of this co-seismic 
destrilction. It is likely that here were considerable human 
losses. 

Direct (fieId) and indirect (dw~rmentary) information was 
used to assess the extent of the destructive seismic effects . Dur- 
ing the 15' century B.C. the effects of seismic deformation and 
desiruction could be traced along 25 krn of the coast between 
the town dBalchik and Cape Kaliakra. The Bizone earthquake 
produced several changes in coastal topography. Historical 
doc~lrnents indicate reconsimction of the town of Dionisopolis 
(the present town of Balchik), in the village of Touzlata and in 
the town-furtress of Acre Castel ianum (the present Kaliakra 
Cape). This indicates a total destruction of Bizone and pmial 
destruction of Dionisopolis m d  Acre Castelianurn. The seismic 
effmts were related to the movement along the Charakman 
fault zone. The location of the earthquake's epicentre may have 
lain at thc intersection of the Charakrnan F W ) ,  the Balchik 
(WE-SSW) and the Tyulenovo (NE-SW) fault zones (Fig. 2). 

The epicentres of the second (543 A.D. Black Sea) and of 
the third (1444 A.D. Varna) strong earthquakes were situated in 
the shelf zone, around Varna. The 543 A.D. BIack Sea earth- 
qt~alce is not we11 localized or described. Its epicentre aound 
Vama (Fig. 2) suggests activation of the Forebalkan (E-W and 
WN W-ESE) and the. Tyulenovo (NE-SW) faults, and of their 
intersection on the Black Sea shelf (Fig. 2). 

The epicentse of the 1444 A.D. Varna earthqtmke was 10- 
cated on the shelf, close to Vama (Fig. 2). The earthquake 
ca~~sed changes to river comes (Shebalin eb al., 1 974). Com- 
pletely desboyed settlements in the srmunding of Vama were 
also noted in historical sources. The epicentre of the earthquake 
was close 0 the intersection of the recently active Forebalkan 

(E-W and WNW-ESE) and Balchik (NNE-SSW) faults (Fig. 
2)- 

The e p i o e n ~  of tbe fourth (1 90 1 A.D. Shabla) emhquake 
was also in the shelf zone neat Shabla The earthquake p m  
voked human and materiaI losses in the Iightly popdatsd 
coastaI zone between the capes of Kaliakra and Shabla. Many 
coastal villages were demyed and numerous instances of 
landslides, rockfalls and land subsidence were documented in 
the annual bulletin of 1901 (WatzoE, 1903). The earthquake 
was related to activity aIong the Charahan (E-W), Kaliakra 
W W )  and a local un-named fault (NW-SE) (Fig. 2). 

The northeastern Bulgarian Black Sea coast was also af- 
fected by more d h t  earthquakes the Balkan Peninsula in par- 
ticular those with epicentres around. The intermediate Vranm 
and in the Aegean Sea 

Some of the periodically repeated Vrancea earthquakes 
with M17 may have caused destructive effects in the territory 
investigated, even though their epicenm were 250-300 Ian to 
NNW. The 1977 A.D. Vrancea earthquake (M- 7.2) caused 
1andsIides and coastal deformation, mainly around Balchik 
(Ranguelw, 1 998). 

Study of tsunami incidence and of their effects on the coast 
is at an initial stage (Rmguelov, 1998). Some tsunamis could 
be related to recognized earthquakes (1'' century B.C. Bizone 
and 190 1 A.D. Shabla earthquakes), while others have no rec- 
ognized cause. Evidence of tsunamis is present in the viciniq 
of Kavarna and Baichik, and also at Kabakm near Varna 
(Ranguelw, 1998). The tsunamis came from the shelf, mainly 
from a section of the Kalialaa .Fault to the north of the 
Porebalkan fault zone (Broutchev, 1994) (Fig. 2). 

Them local and regional earthquakes caused human and 
material losses. 

LOCATION OF LANDSLIDES, EARTHFLOWS' 
AND ROCKFALLS 

Landslides, earthflow and rockfalls commonly took place 
along the coast (Fig. 3). 

At any locality, landslidw were commonly repeated on a 
timescale of decades or cenhlries, Many of the landslides, 
earthflows and rockfalls are of aseismic origin, while others are 
of seismic origin. The latest aseismic landslidw, earthflows and 
rockfalls were observed in 1996-1997 afier heavy rainfall. 

Some of the landslides, earthflows and rockfalls relate, 
though, to historical and contemporary earthquakes. Most are 
related to the local 1 " century B.C. Bizone (M = 7.0) and to the 
1901 A.D. Shabla (M= 7.2) earthquakes, and to the regional in- 
termediately strong Vrancea earthq~iakes, including the shock 
in 1977 (M= 7.2). 

LandsIida. Landslides of local significance occur around 
Durankulak vilIage, while those of more regional importance 
occur around Balchik and Vama (Fig. 3). 

Impressive seismically provoked landslides occur along 
several sections of the coastal zone in the @on of Balchik and 
Kavama. Some linear Iandslides to the north of the Golden 
Sands resort (Vama) may aIso have a seismic origin. 

Aseismic 1andsIides are more widely distributed in the terri- 
tory investigated than the seismic ones. They occur aro~md 



Fig. 2. Scismatectonic scbcrnc of thc coastal tcnitory investigated (according lo Shcbalin el ai., 1974: Bonchcv et al., 1982; Ranguclw and Gospcdinov, 
1994; Ranguclov, 1998, complctcd by the author) 

1 -main fauIt zones @- charahan zmc, @ - Batovo fault,@~yulenovo zone,@- ~alchik zonc, @ - Eastcrn Balchik fault, @ -Touzlata 
fault, @- Porcbalkan zone,@- Kaliahazone); 2 - photolincaments; 3 - cpiccntrcs of carthquakcs (I c. B.C. - 1920) with magnitudes: a -M= 
2.84.0, b - M =  4.1-6.0, c- Me 6.1-7.5; 4 - tsunamigcnic locality; 5 - maxima1 cxpcctfid intensity for a I000 ycars' period 

Balchik, Kranevo village, AIbena, Vama (including St. 
Constantine and Helena) and Golden Sands. 

Typical aseisaic landslides occurred after heavy rainfall in 
1996-1997 around Vama (between St. Constantine, HeIena 
and GoIden Sands) and BaIchik. They caused severe disruption 
to the transport system. Damage due to coastal deformation 
was ameliorated by reconstruction work between Vama and 
Balchik Surveys of buildings and of the geological situation in 
the most seriously affected regions were carried out. The d 
buildings most at ride are to be removed in the next few years. 

The larger coastal landslides observed are deeply based 
(from several tens up to hundred metres below a sea level). 
Such deep landslides may reflect variations of sea level during 
glacial and post-glacial times, as well as earthquake magnitude. 

Shallow superficial landslides, widely distributed along the 
coast investigated, are partIy related to periods of heavy rain- 
fall, e.g. in 1996-1997. 

Earthflows. These also both seismic and aseismic origins, 
Small seismically generated earthflows were investigated in 

the region of Balchik and Kavatna, These are of limited impor- 
tance and are not indicated on he scheme of the landslides in 
the coastal zone. The earthflows due to the 1"' century B,C. 
Bizone earthquake in the viciniq of Kavarna were a subject of 
enginmring geological and hydrageological studies 
(JCoIeva-RekaIova d a/., 1496)- 

Small earthflows of aseismic origin wwed to the WSW 
of Balchik in 1996-1 997, during which lines were lost. 

Rockfalls. The rockfalIs are cornmon along several sec- 
tions of coast. They occurred mainly between the town of 
Kavarna - the Kaliakra Cape - the Karnen Bryag vilIage and 
the GaIata Cape (southern periphw of Varna) (Fig. 3). 

Most rockfalls are of aseisrnic origin, associated with in- 
tense rainfall, as in 1996-1 997. The "Galata" restaurant, situ- 
ated at the Galata Cape, was then partly deswoyed by aseismic 
rockfalls. 

Some rockfalls in the region of Kavama and the Kalialu-a 
Cape probably had a seismic origin, triggmed by powedul 
earthquakes (M 2 7). 
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GROUND SUDSIDWCE 

Ground subsidence has occurred around Balchik, Kavarna 
and Shabla, and of the Kaliaha Cape pig. 3). It is both of seis- 
mic and aseismic Cgeologcal or anthrqmgenic) ori* Part of 
the coast between Balchik and the Kaliakra Cape subsided dur- 
ing the l* century B.C. Bizone earthquake (M = 7.0) patova, 
1996). An area of 200 decares, to the south-west of Balchik, 
subsided into the Black Sea (Walmf, 1903) during the 1901 
A.D. ShabIa earthquake (M = 7.23, Such seismicalIy i=duced 
subsidence varies from several to up to 10 m in magnitude. 

G m m d  s~1bsidenc.e of aseismic origin includes karst col- 
lapre (to the south of the Karnen Bryag), to saturated soft rocks 
(in the vicinity of Shabla), and to a combination of geological 
and anthropogenic factors in the "OObroishte" mine. 

MARINE EROSION 

The coastaI deposits are of Neogene age. They are variably 
consolidated, the lithified rocks often being fractured and 
faulted. Coastal topography is steep, and much of the coast is 
subjected to marine erosion vaving h m  intense to modem 
pig,  3), 

The level of marine erosion reflects sea water chemistty 
and rock and slope stability. High salinities (to 16%) enhance 
the process. 

Marine erosion is particularly impressive around Balchik 
and to the south oiVarna (Fig. 3). It is moderate along the coast 
between the Shabla and Kaliakra Capes, as well as between 
Kranevo and Varna. 

KARST DEVELOPMENT AND COLLAPSE 

Karst is we11 develop in the Neogene, particularIy 
Satmatian Iimdones, along the coast between the Shabla Cape 
and Golden Sands (Fig. 3). Many cavities, caves and karst col- 
lapses occur on vertical and steep slopes between the Kaliakra 
Cape and Kamen Bryag. 

Some karst features were used historically as settlements, 
mostly deteriorated (around Kamen Bryag) or partjalIy pre- 
served. The Aladja sock monastery, for instance, is an old 
-Bulgarian and Bulgarian culturat heritage site, protected by 
WESCO since 1979. It is sited on karst on a vertical slope 
north-west of Golden Sands. Recent landslide activity along 
the coast pose a considerable threat to this historical monument. 

COASTLINE MIGRATION DUE TO SEA LEVEL CHANGES 

Eustatic sea level changes have led to coastline migration 
along the Bulgarian Black Sea coast (Mihova, 1998). Seaward 
coastaI migration o c c m d  during Wurmien-111 gIacial stage 
(23 000 B.C.). The Black Sea was conlined to a small area as a 
result of sea level fall of about 100 m. 

The post-glacial intervaI (12 71 MI 100 B.C.) saw a rapid 
enlargement of the Black Sea. This t h e  saw the first entrance 
of Mediterranean water and an increase in the salinity of the 
Black Sea. 

Fig. 3. TRc mainarcas of landslides, rockfalls, ground subsidcncc, sca cm- 
sion, karst and limans along thc coast invcst~gated (Broutchcv, 1994, with 
the author's additions) 

1 - Imdslidc; 2- mckfaIl; 3 -ground subsidcncc rclatcd to: a - strong 
scismic cvcnts, b- karst collapse, c - saturated soft rocks, d - mining 
activity; 4 - marinc crosion: a - very intcnsivc, b - modcratc; 5 - 
karst; 6 - liman 

Subsequent changes to the coastline were less significant, 
as changm in sea level were of a lesser scaIe. In early Holocene 
times (6620-504Oi70 B.C.) a lowering of the Black Sea level 
tookplace. The early Holocene coast is now found at a depth of 
30-34 rn below sea level. 

Following this, a rise of sea IeveI oocmd. The coast 
limans (Fig. 3) north of Shabla were formed then. The 
Durankulak and Ezerets lhm formed at 4 170 and 4800 B.C. 
respectively. 

A subsequent drop in sea level is recorded by the appear- 
ance ofpeat layers between the marine sediments of the limans. 

The following reireat of the coast was caused by a rise of 
sea level at 3500-3200 B.C. The sea Ievel was then 4-5 m 
higher than the contemporary one. 

Coastal advances took place at 3000-2400 B.C. due ta a 
lowering of sea level. 

The subsequent coast retreat was caused by rising sea level 
at 1940-1 120 B.C. with coastal advance at 1600-0 B.C. The 
coastline then advanced some several tens or hundreds of 
mekw on to the shelf. Greek colonisation of the Black Sea 
coast took place during the second half of h s  episode of sea 
level fall. 



The first centuries A.D. were marked coastal retreat. The 
Black Sca level was relatively high then, though a brief episode 
of coastal advance took place during the Middle Ages. 

Coastal retreat has been well qressed  in the second half of 
the 19"' century md in the early 2oLh century. Sea level rise, 
equalled 2786 mm/a in 1934-1 991 according the last published 
data (Vessdinov and Mungov, 1998). This tendency might 
continue if global sea level rise is furher provoked by the 
greenhouse effect. 

AWIXROPOGENIC MFLUENCES 

The geological phenomena described occur in a densely 
populated and industrialized region, and so today there are 
skmg anthropogenic influences on the geology. 

The combination of anthropogenic and geological activity 
has been interpreted in t m s  of a contemporary Technogene or 
Quinary he-span (Ter-Stepanian, 1983, 1988; V O W ,  in 
press). The Quinary has thus s u c d e d  the Quaternary while 
the Technogene foIlows on from the Holocene. This marks a 
significant change in the geological conhtions since the 
expansion and technological development of human society. 

Current antRropogmic inflmces include those on seismic- 
ity (Matova, 1997). These are caused by the conslmction of 
buildings and roads, industrial and mining activity, e.g. the 
"Obrochishte" mine, accumulations of waste etc. Effects are 
concentrated mainly in and around Varna, a city where industry 
and commerce is well-developed. Local failures in the drainage 
and sanitation networks have contributed ta the development of 
landslides. Balchik has experienced similar problems, though 
fewer such effects are experienced to the north of Shabla, 
where settlements are smaller and the degree of development 
lesser. 

Thus, the heavily populated northeastern Bdgarian Black 
Sea coast has considerable geoenvironmental problems, which 
heaten economic development and the cultural heritage, in- 
cluding the historical sites at Varna, Balchik and Kavarna, and 

the ancient Aladja monastery. Erosion of the coastline, mean- 
while, is taking place around Balchik and Kavarna, the 
K a l i h  Cape and the village of Kamen Bryag. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper reviews recent geological activity along the 
northeastern Bulgarian Black Sea coast, in partcular fat~lting, 
landslides, rockfalIs, ground subsidence and the current human 
impact. 

The coastal zone mcurs at the contact between the Moesian 
Platform and the Black Sea Depression, and is subject to seis- 
mic activity. The seismotectonic hazard for the coast is serious. 
Lmd powerful earthquakes (M 2 7 )  are located along faults, 
photolineaments and their intersections around Vama, Shabla 
and Bdchk, the Kaliakm Cape and to a lesser extent at 
Vrancea. 

Climatic and sea level changes have led to Iandslides, earth- 
fIows, rockfalls, and coastline migration. The landslide, earth- 
flow and rockfall events of 1996-1997 were particularly 
destructive. 

Purely geological effects have been exacerbated by htunan 
activity, provoking cansiderable changes to the coastline in 
norheastem Bulgaria. There are now considerable geoenviron- 
mental problems particularly as regards coastal topography and 
slope stability the geological hazard to the population and the 
cultural and historical heritage of the coastal zone is increasing. 
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